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DIRECTOR
Hi Folks,
We may still have the June gloom, but we finally got over some of those
wetter months. The end of May and all of June have been great for rides
and some exciting events.

May 30th the Chapter supported SD HOG in their “Spring into Summer”
event, which turned out very profitable for a member of the Chapter as
with Raquel C won the high Scrabble hand. Congratulations!! Being the
neophyte that I am at Scrabble, I couldn’t even figure out how to score my hand! June 13 th we went down to
support Sweetwater HOG’s event, and again it was a great showing for our Chapter. Jim W won a beautiful LED TV
in the raffle but most importantly, Biggs HOG won both Chapter Challenges! I can’t tell you how proud of the
Chapter I am. We show up to support our fellow Chapters in numbers; it’s not that we need the prize money from
the Challenges, but you folks show what a great Chapter we have and set an example that the other Chapters can
only be envious of. Bragging rights? You bet, and I’m very proud to be a part of such a great Chapter.
June 5th we had our LDT to Sonora, and what a great trip it was. Even though it was a little misty on the way there,
it was great riding once we got there. I was part of the group that rode a road that was suggested by a member
(RGIT Josh M; I’m blaming him! LOL!!) that I may have had second thoughts of doing if I’d done it alone. It was the
steepest, narrowest, curvy road I’ve been on with a group - but it had the most beautiful views, if you were
adventurous enough to take your eyes off the road. Even though I’m a roofer by trade, heights really bother me
and this road really worked my nerves. There were no guard rails on this narrow road with no shoulder, deep
canyons, and more switchbacks than you could imagine. It did have some beautiful views, and I really am thankful
that Josh found it. All kidding aside, I’d do it again in a minute! Some of the folks coming home from the trip got to
take the scenic route back, and it was great seeing the photos. That’s what these trips are all about! Thanks Rick K
for setting it up, you did a great job on the whole trip!
We had some other great rides last month, but we also had some great events. LOH had a guest speaker who just
happened to be the only female Motor Officer for the City of Carlsbad, Stacy L. It was very interesting and
informative listening to her talk, and I came away with an interesting though possibly mundane thought. Even
though she works full time on her motorcycle and only on city streets, she figures she drives 10,000 miles a year. I
know many in the Chapter who have no problem racking up 20,000 or more miles a year, but then again… we’re
not busy watching for speeders or writing tickets!
In July, we have several events to watch for. July 4 th has the Big Bang Ride to watch fireworks from the Moe’s; you
don’t want to miss this. On the 11th we have the Black Sheep Downed Biker event, which benefits our Chapter
members. And on the 19th we have the “All Chapter Horseshoe Tournament”, with details to be announced.
Wrapping up the month is the LDT CA Coastal trip; contact Rick K for details, I’m sure it will be a great trip!

Bill E
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ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Chapter Membership and National Membership
Recently, National HOG ran a list from their H.O.G. database and found that 78 officers
throughout the United States have inactive National H.O.G. memberships. Officers! Some
of them primary officers! These are the same people who are charged with upholding the
Annual Charter for H.O.G. Chapters!
If you aren’t familiar with the Charter, this is what it says in Article VI – Membership:
All Harley Owners Group members may join any affiliated chapter. An expired membership in H.O.G. automatically
terminates local chapter membership. It shall be the responsibility of each local chapter to ensure that chapter
members are current H.O.G. members and to maintain on file in the chapter records a signed copy of the annual
Chapter Membership Enrollment form and Release of each chapter member. It shall be the responsibility of any
person applying for, or renewing, membership in a local chapter to provide proof of his or her National membership
as a condition of eligibility for membership.
So if your membership has expired, you cannot be a member in good standing in the Biggs HOG chapter. You
certainly cannot be an officer with an expired National Membership.
How does the “Biggs Membership Officer” go about ensuring that the members in our chapter are current with
their national membership? When completing the application form, you are required to write your National
number on the form; the membership officer reviews the form and verifies your National number is valid. If you
have your HOG card with you that is one way. Second is for our Membership Officer to verify current membership
through the chapter officer section on www.hog.com
So, if you even think your membership is about to expire, don’t delay taking care of business. We don’t want to
loose you, and I am sure you don’t want to sign a waiver for every ride either!
Ride Safe and Ride Often,

Jim W

Black Sheep
Downed Biker Event
Sat. July 11
from 10:00 - 3:00
At Biggs HD!
*** All proceeds benefit downed bikers of Biggs HOG chapter***
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DEALER NEWS:

Check out what’s happenin’ on SATURDAYS in JUNE July 4 - 1ST SATURDAY BIGGS BIG BIKE-A-THON AND 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATION 3 DAY TENT EVENT -- Fri, Sat, Sun,
9AM-6PM -- Over 400 new and used bikes in inventory - Vendor Village is FREE to Buyers and Sellers! FREE BBQ and
Live Band on Saturday.
July 11 - BLACK SHEEP DOWNED BIKER FUNDRAISER -- 10AM-3PM -- Join us to raise money for downed bikers and
enjoy Famous Parmesan Grilled Cheese Sandwiches and drinks! Live Band
July 18 - DEMO DAY 1130AM-230PM - Come on down and test ride our NEW inventory! Free BBQ and Live Band.
Lots of fun all day long- Ride spots are limited, so get here early!
July 25 - BREAKFAST & LUNCH CREW RIDE -- 9AM to 3PM -- Ride with the crew from Biggs Harley-Davidson! Free VIP
Breakfast and lunch for riders, Free BBQ and Live Band for everyone.

For more info, email receptionist@biggsh-d.com or visit . See you Saturdays at Biggs!
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MILITARY
Last month our adopted battalion, 3D Assault Amphibian Battalion, conducted a change of
command. Bill E, Jim W, Bridget A, and I had the honor of attending the event. These
ceremonies are very impressive, complete with troops marching, a Marine band playing,
amphibious assault vehicles parading past, and of course, a few speeches. At the heart of
the ceremony, outgoing commanding officer Lieutenant Colonel Blanchard passed the
battalion’s colors to his replacement, Lieutenant Colonel O’Brien. LtCol Blanchard has been
a great friend of the chapter. We wish him and his family the best as they transfer cross
county. LtCol O’Brien is a motorcycle rider and is anxious to ride with us. Welcome aboard,
Sir!
When a military unit experiences a change of command, it is absolute. The outgoing commanding officer will
typically depart the command that same day. No hanging around, no long send-offs, no coming back the next day
to say goodbye. From the moment the colors are passed, it’s all about the new commanding officer who has
ultimate authority and accountability for the command. While that change can be dramatic, some policies will be
carried forward. One policy of the battalion that will continue is its involvement with our chapter. Based upon
our conversations with LtCol O’Brien, we can expect our mutual adoption to continue forward. I’m please to say
that we can all look forward to more rides and events with our Marines and Sailors of 3D Tracks.
See you on the road!

Todd M

Don A
Don A

Don A
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ROAD CAPTAIN
With warm weather upon us, and especially with the California Long Distance Trip
coming up, I thought this would be a good time to refresh our memories about
how important water is when travelling by motorcycle. This was covered quite
well in the newsletter a few years ago, in an article by Jim W and James M. Under
the “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” school of thought, I’m going to beg their pardon
and reprint their article in it’s entirety:

Water? What Water? By Jim W & James M,RN
We have all prepared our bikes for a ride, but what about ourselves? Shouldn’t we prepare too? It’s important to
prepare yourself as well. That means listening to your body, being aware and knowing the subtle signs or symptoms
that could be warning you of impending risk for heat exhaustion & dehydration when riding in hot/humid
environments! The summer heat, humidity, hot asphalt, and our biker riding gear (usually black) are some factors
which tend to increase our body temperatures above the normal range.
We can become dehydrated quite quickly when riding, but especially in hot/humid environments; this happens
when there is too much water lost, not enough water taken in, or both. Every chemical process in our body needs
H2O to function. You already know our bodies are mostly water, right? Water makes up 75% - 80% of the body's
weight. Classified as mild, moderate, or severe, hydration is based on how much of the body's fluid has been lost.
Severe dehydration can be a life-threatening emergency.
Ok, now let’s take a look at prevention. Start the day with a good, but light, breakfast including a full glass of
water or some juice. Try to avoid coffee and or tea which will tend to hasten dehydration. Pack extra water in a
cooler (for baggers) and an extra bottle or two in a backpack. Also, if you have a cup holder on your handle bars,
make use of it by placing a bottle of H2O that is easily in reach! The H2O may not be cold, but your body won’t care
… hint … it will utilize the H20 just the same!!!
Here are a couple of secrets: if you don’t have a cooler to store water, simply freeze a couple of bottles the night
before. Wrap them up and toss them in your day pack. They will stay cold most of the day. In addition, make note of
your trip odometer and try to take sips of H20 about every 5-10 miles. This will help ensure you stay ahead of your
hourly water needs. Don’t get behind the dehydration curve! Also, try to make more frequent rest stops to beat the
heat, go inside the store or gas station and cool off, consume some Gatorade or nutrient rich fluid, and or have an
apple or an orange. Try a dill pickle (or its juice); a good source of sodium and potassium replacement, which is
what your body needs in the face of dehydration.
If your riding partner shows signs of heat exhaustion or dehydration, here are a couple things you can do to help
them. The signs and symptoms of heat exhaustion/dehydration range from minor to severe and include:
Increased thirst (LATE SIGN – you’ve allowed yourself to get behind the dehydration curve)
Dry mouth and swollen tongue
Weakness
Dizziness
Palpitations (feeling that the heart is jumping or pounding)
Confusion (just feeling “woozy”)
Sluggishness or feeling of wanting to faint
Fainting (CALL 911…STAT!)
Inability to sweat (LATE SIGN)
Decreased urine output. Urine color may indicate dehydration. If urine is concentrated and deeply yellow or
amber, strong indication of dehydration.*
(continued on page 7)
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ROAD CAPTAIN

(continued from page 6)

First, decide how severely they are dehydrated – if necessary, you may need to call 911 and get immediate help.
You can start by gently lying them flat (if not fainted) support their head, elevate their legs to keep blood circulating
to core organs, i.e. heart, brain, liver and kidneys; keep their mind active by encouraging them to talk; cool them
down simply by getting them to a cool/shady place, removing any extra clothing, applying cool or tepid water to
the skin, and fanning them. If you still have those frozen water bottles place them under their arm pits or in their
groin area. Should oral rehydration be attempted, frequent small amounts of clear fluids should be used. If you
suspect a Heat Stroke avoid sips of water since they may have a LOSS of CONSCIOUSNESS and may aspirate the
fluids into their lungs.
By being KNOWLEDAGBLE and PREPARED, you will ensure that you make it to your final destination in a heat
intense environment! Remember that PREVENTION is the single most important “first step” in treating dehydration!
~~~
I want to personally thank James M and Jim W for their “contribution” to my article this month. I couldn’t have
said it better myself, so why try? And this information does need to be said now and again, to remind all of us of
how important it is to stay hydrated on the road.
OK, point made. And now that you’re hydrated, remember to put on some miles with smiles!!

Yak

Yak
See you on the road -

Don A
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VOLUNTEERS
We recently were speaking to our new members at the June meeting, and some
of the things we told them seemed worth going over in the newsletter, to refresh
everyone’s memories.
We told them that everything we do as a chapter was done by volunteers. All the
people at the meeting tables, the members who set up the chairs, and the ones
who put them away all volunteered their time to help the chapter out. Everyone
who helps out at the Premier Event, May Ride, and the Toy Store Invasion... They
are all volunteers.
We told them that at the Volunteer Sign Up table at chapter meeting, that even if the position you were interested
was filled—please put your name down next to it anyway, as sometimes things come up and the original volunteer
may not be able to make that meeting or event. That way, the position is covered. The other plus to this is, we can
always have you assist the original volunteer(s) at the position, so you’ll know how to do it solo next time!
We also said that the V Pins we give out in recognition come in increments of 10 - and that we had members with
over 150 V Pin points, and one with over 200. As you all know the V Pins are much better than the feather pins,
since everyone wants to ride… but it takes special members to give up their time to volunteer.
We have one member who told us that he knew he may not make a 100 Ride Pin, but he was going for the 100 V
Pin. This member helps out every chance he can, and his effort is greatly appreciated. (Plus he is a great cook).
So to all of you, volunteer if you can to get that great V Pin. Not only do they recognize you for all you do for the
chapter, but they also encourage others to volunteer. All volunteering takes is a little time and effort, but it is
worth it and appreciated by your fellow chapter members.
Oh, and one request as you move up and up and up in your V Pin point totals… As you earn your next level of V Pin,
please remember to return to old pin so we can re-use it and save the chapter some money!
Thanks for all that you do for your chapter!

Sabina P & Roger P
One Last Goodbye…

Cort Stark
15 April 1945 - March 2015
RIP, Brother - We’ll see you
down the road...
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Long Distance
Hi Folks,
Hope you’ve have had a chance to see the photos of the Sonora
Long Distance Ride. We had a great time and many memories and
friendships were made. It was great to see some new faces. We still
have three trips left and they promise to be equally adventurous,
each in their own unique way.
On the next three trips we will be traveling either in the desert or the central valley during
some of the hottest times of the year, so I thought I would share some things I’ve learned from
the previous long distance coordinators to make the trips more comfortable and safe.
HYDRATION – This is one of the most important things that you can do on these
or any of the rides we do. Make sure you drink more water than normal for
several days before the ride. Gas stops are usually 20 minutes; make sure you
take time to rehydrate yourself with water or a sport drink, and try to stay away
from the high energy drinks, high caffeine, and sugary drinks that provide only a
short time rush. Carry water on your bike that you can comfortably and safely get
to. Even though it will be warm or hot, wear long sleeve shirts or layer with
under armor “wicking” or other light weight shirts so your body can cool itself
when you perspire. Carry and know when to use a Cool Vest or some of the
cooling bandanas that are available, and don’t wait until it’s too late to use these useful tools. The Road Guards will
be on the lookout for people showing the effects of the weather, but if you start feeling ill let one of them know
early so remedial steps can be taken. The safety of our members is more important to us than any time schedule, so
let someone know.
CONDITION - The next thing to consider is the condition of your bike. Is it close to a scheduled service? Are your
tires in good enough shape to do the ride safely? Are you considering doing any add-ons or modifications to your
bike before the trip? The guys in the service department recommend that all work be scheduled so it is completed
at least two weeks before the trip. This will allow you to road test your bike to make sure the modifications are
working for you. Hope this information helps in planning your trip.
THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL TRIP is coming up very soon now, and there
is still time to get booked. The preliminary trip packet has already been
sent to those individuals who have already signed up for the trip. It’s
really a fun trip, and the garlic festival in Gilroy is an experience that
everyone should experience at least once in their life time. A ride to
see the sights in San Francisco and eat at Phil’s Fish Market in Moss
Landing for dinner is also part of the trip. If you like sourdough or fish,
you won’t want to miss this ride! Hope you take the time in your busy
schedules to partake in this truly incredible adventure.
The next Overnight Ride will be to Pasadena on Sep 19 & 20 via the Angeles Crest Highway in the mountains
overlooking Pasadena. The Angeles Crest ride has been hailed by the HOG Magazine as one of the top 25 rides in
the United States and one not to be missed. We’ll close out the year with a four day adventure to Death Valley.
It’s an exciting time for the Chapter with all the rides we have coming up. I hope you’re able to attend one or more
of the Long Distance Rides, or one of the Overnighters. Keep watching the events page on the chapter website for
details. And remember - if you have any questions about or problems with booking a trip, feel free to contact me at
activitieslongdistance@biggshog.com , or see me atn one of chapter rides or events.

Rick K
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First, a correction to the June interview with Lynn S. Unlike the answer I included, which was not hers, Lynn has
ridden with us on only one long distance trip which was this year with Cort as her sweep. Apologies, Lynn.
This month, I’ve asked for extra space to reprint an article from Keith Code – with his permission. I hope you enjoy
the article as much as I did; the topic is one that intrigues me but makes my brain hurt. He provided me some new
ways to think about body-steering and counter-steering.

Keep sending me those photos for our 2016 calendar. It’s really easy. Just attach a photo to an email addressed to
HarleyLadies@BiggsHOG.com – I’ll take care of the rest. And as a reminder, our Chapter Dinners are held on the
third Tuesday of each month at Acapulco in San Marcos. Arrive for dinner (optional) around 6:00 PM; the speaker is
introduced at 7:00 PM. This is one of those occasions when it is okay to arrive in your car.

Rocket Science
Debates tend to degenerate into generalities and opinions in the
absence of defined terms. Debating generalities gives me a headache. In
the Counter-Steering vs Body-Steering debate it often stalemates into
“My expert won more races than yours”. Let’s forget 'Body' and
'Counter' for a moment and just define steering. To accurately and
predictably place, guide and direct an object towards or away from a
known location in space. With that definition in mind, let’s investigate
the common claim that bikes will 'steer' with footpeg or some other kind
of body pressure.
Beside Einstein probably the most famous scientist ever was Sir Isaac Newton. His three Laws of Motion, developed
in the 17th century, have stood firm for the past 300 years. His third law, often shortened to, “for every action there
is an equal and opposite reaction”, sheds light on this Body Steering vs Counter Steering argument.
The law is often misunderstood. It sounds like an object being pushed upon, like your footpeg or tank, will respond
to the pressure and move an equal amount as the pressure applied to it. That isn’t what the law means. It means
force always comes in pairs. The force initiated and the resistance to that force.
Press on your desk with a force of ten pounds and the desk pushes back at you with a force of ten pounds, nothing
moves. The desk pushes back? Yes. You can say that it resists your press but in the end it is pressing back at you
with an equal and opposite force. If that gives you a headache, I understand. Some examples might help.
Picture sitting in a rocking chair. If you sit still and press on one of the rocker tips with your foot, the rocker does not
rock. Same idea applies if you sat in your car and pressed on the dashboard. The car does not move forward.
Pressing on the footpegs (or the tank) of your bike is precisely the same Law of Motion in operation. They will
resist, in an equal and opposing direction, any force you can apply to them.
On the other hand, if you shift or throw your body’s mass in a rocking chair, forward or backward, the chair will
begin to rock. You have created an imbalance of forces and the chair moves. Throwing your body around on your
bike like that would look and feel ridiculous and very little, if any, steering would occur.
(continued on page 11)
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(continued from page 10)
Riding a bike with no hands is a similar phenomena. By pressing on one peg or the other, or leaning your body
mass, it creates an imbalance in the bike's center of gravity and the bike compensates for that by tilting a little. The
tire rolls over onto a smaller diameter and the bike will begin to arc, slightly.
The possible imbalance from peg weighting can account for, possibly, a 1 or 2 percent of steering, if that. Do it if
you wish but, without the C-Steering component a bike will not weave through cones at 15 mph, carve precision
lines at speed avoid a pothole or car and you’d never get your bike into your driveway. It isn’t, as defined above,
'steering'.
Counter-Steering isn’t rocket science to perform, it is simple and obvious. Press the right bar and the bike quite
nicely cooperates by leaning and turning right and vice a versa for lefts...press more and it leans and turns more.
Stop pressing, it goes no further. It is quick and easy to teach, works 100% of the time and performs brilliantly by
the definition of steering.
If Body Steering doesn’t work how do riders, even some at professional level, misread what is happening and think
they are body-steering? A similar misunderstanding may shed some light on that question. Ask 10 riders (even
some top pros) if their bike comes up out of its lean from rolling on the throttle and 9 will say yes. What is the
answer? Aside from some major mechanical problems or really badly worn tires the answer is No. Throttle
application steadies the bike, holding its lean angle. Riders counter-steer their bikes back up as they are rolling on
the throttle but do it quite unconsciously.
Most of us, unaware of how, learn counter-steering from riding a bicycle. Once an action is committed to so called
muscle memory it remains there, uninspected. If weighting pegs makes you feel more connected to the bike, fine,
but the 2% influence peg weighting has to offer cannot correct a bad line or save your bacon in an emergency
swerve.
Newton’s Laws of Motion are in direct conflict with the peg weighting, tank pressing theories. Without the
understanding and application of those laws of motion, motorcycles could never have been built nor could space
ships be launched and accurately steered to the Moon or Mars. Maybe it is rocket science after all.
© Keith Code, 2015, all rights reserved.

Barbara B & Terry G

Chapter Dinner
& Speaker
~ hosted by ~
L.O.H.
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MEMBERSHIP
Happy 4th of July!
July 4th (Independence Day) means different things to each of us. For most, it means a
celebration of the birth of our great nation. For others, it means a time to take a vacation,
to get out on the road on our Harleys (or campers/RVs, etc). To a lot of people, it’s time to
get together with friends and family – ah yes, the barbecues, the picnics, the fireworks! It’s
a great time of year and, with few exceptions, it’s my absolute favorite holiday – for all of
the above reasons.
Last month we added a few new members to our Chapter, bringing us to a total of 512. We met a couple of these
new members at our last Chapter meeting. We love making new friends and adding to our HOG family! Take some
time to chat with new members and invite them along for rides – especially any of the upcoming long distance
rides. It’s really the best way for us to get to know them and vice versa. It can make the difference between them
staying with the Chapter or not. Don’t underestimate your role as a Chapter member and friend.
For the month of June – our Birthday drawing winner was Mike W, and our Saddlebag drawing winner was Marty
K. Congratulations, guys!
To each and every one of you and your families, I wish a happy 4 th of July – no matter how you celebrate!

Leslie W

Christmas in July??? Nope, but it IS time to Mark Your Calendar!
The annual Biggs Chapter Holiday Party is coming soon and it’s time to mark your calendars for this awesome event.
We’ll be partying on Saturday, December 5th, and will again be at the beautiful Vista Valley Country Club.
Once the details are finalized and registration dates have been decided, we’ll let everyone know.
This is a great party – good food, fun dancing, and lots of socializing
with your fellow Chapter members and our Military guests.
You don’t want to miss out!

From your Holiday Committee 2015
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Michael L. Myers, DDS, INC
NORTH COAST FAMILY DENTISTRY

Behind
Starbucks.
Across from

Carmen & Jose Guerrero
755 N. Quince #D
Escondido, CA 92025

(760)
740-0600

Affordable Patches Sewn On Your Jacket/Vest

NORTH COAST HEALTH CENTER
477 N. El Camino Real / A302

Encinitas, CA 92024

TEL 760/ 942-1171

FAX 760 / 942-1265
www.mlmyersdds.com

MICHAEL MYERS, DDS

FROM THE EDITOR…
I’m wondering… after Waco and the media firestorm that followed, did you
notice a changed attitude towards bikers? Maybe a few questionable looks, or
a family herding their kids away? I even had friends from outside the chapter,
people I’ve known for 30 years, ask me, “are you guys like that?” Really???
There’s even some accounts that bikers - all bikers - are being profiled in San
Diego County as probable gang members. Nice.
All this was really starting to get annoying, and at the same time it was kind of sad. As you know, bikers are among
the most caring, giving, patriotic people around - and most of us never have anything to do with anything like what
went down in Waco. Yet here we were, being tarred and feathered in the national media.

But then some things happened that renewed my faith in people, and made me realize that despite what the
national media thinks of their own importance, not everyone swallows everything they see on TV or on the web.
On the recent LDT to Sonora, people waved as we rolled past on our day rides. Little kids got excited, and their
parents smiled. Tourists talked to us, and snapped pictures of our bikes… or of us… or of them standing with us and
our bikes. Then at Commotion By The Ocean, the fairgoers once again loved our bikes, and treated us no differently
than in years past. On the Double Peaks Picnic Ride, we rode through a neighborhood and several people who were
outside smiled and waved as we went by. In other words, it was back to normal - the same as it’s always been.
It’s good to know that some (maybe most) people are willing to think for themselves, and look past the recently
exaggerated stereotype of bikers. We’re good people - and it was nice to see that a lot of people still know that.
And with that, it’s time to hear the rumble. Let’s Ride - and see some kids wave at us!

Bob G & Debi G
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PHOTOGRAPHER
I am honored once again to be your "phoHOGrapher" for 2015. The last
year has been truly remarkable capturing the way in which we support
each other and our community. Our Biggs HOG Chapter has heart! "Heart
of Harley" will continue to capture a photo each month that represents
the beauty of our good works and celebrate the joy we experience in
caring for one another, our passion for riding, having fun and making new
friends.

Liz S

The Heart
- of HARLEY
"

"Friends don’t let friends do silly
things…. alone!”
... Anonymous

Todd M
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Check the most
current calendar
www.biggshog.com

HOGTIVITIES

JUly 2015
Please check the website or ride line for any
changes to this schedule

Call our 24 Hour
Ride Line
(760) 736-2920

Weds 15 - Weekday Ride
9 AM Biggs H-D. Destination - someplace to eat!

= feather pin ride

Wed 1 - Officers Meeting (Invite Only)
7 PM mtg. 6 PM to eat.

Thurs 16 - Bike Night at Hooters
6 PM Biggs H-D
Sat 18 - RGIT Training Ride #2

Thurs 2 - Weekday Ride
9 AM Biggs H-D. Destination - someplace to eat!
Fri 3 - Crusin’ Grand
6PM Biggs H-D Join us for a ride to Crusin’ Grand's Street Rods
Short distance, back roads
Sat 4 - Big Bang Ride
6 PM Starbucks Stopping at Philly Franks for sandwiches then
headed to the Moe's house to watch the 4th of July fireworks
Sun 5 - Ride to Major's Diner
9:30AM Starbucks Knoll Rd. Long distance, back roads.
Fri 10 - Chapter Meeting (Everyone’s Welcome)
7 PM at Biggs H-D. Arrive early to socialize, sign up to volunteer or
sign up for an upcoming event. Take this opportunity to renew
your chapter Membership
Sat 11 - Formation 101
8:30 AM Biggs H-D. Come learn how we ride as a group. If you
haven't been in a while, come refresh your knowledge. Coffee
and doughnuts. Members receive a Rider Pin for attending. Contact our Safety Officer for more information.
Sat 11 - Get Acquainted Ride
10:15 AM Biggs H-D. After Formation 101, put your knowledge to
work during our most popular ride and then eat lunch with your
HOG family. Destination: Someplace to eat!
Sat 11 - Downed Biker Black Sheep Fundraiser
9AM-3PM Biggs H-D Come out and show your support
for downed bikers! Black Sheep North County San Diego fund
raiser for Biggs H.O.G. members as benefactors in the case of a
motorcycle accident.
Sun 12 - Deli Challenge #7
10AM Deli Challenge Ride #7 to Grand Deli in Carlsbad Medium
distance, back roads

Sun 19 - HOG Horseshoe Tournament - details TDB; stay tuned!
Tues 21 - Chapter Dinner & Speaker
6 PM for dinner; speaker at 7 PM. Hosted by LOH at Acapulco in
San Marcos. “Our Military Liaison Program” by Don A. This is
your chance to learn all about what we do for them AND what
they do for us.
Thurs 23 - California Coastal Salinas LDT
Limited availability remains if you want to go but have yet to
book your room. The guaranteed group rate expired on June
30th; pricing is now at the hotel’s discretion. See the Coastal Trip
packet on the chapter website for details.
Sun 26 - Brunch at Westside Café
9 AM Biggs H-D Medium distance, back roads
Tues 28 - Road Guard Meeting
Dinner at 6 meeting at 7. Bobbies Hideaway Cafe at 4901 El
Camino Real in Carlsbad
Fri 31 - Crusin’ Grand
6PM Biggs H-D Join us for a ride to Crusin’ Grand's Corvairs &
Broncos Short distance, back roads

Dealer Event Calendar
see page 4
Follow these directions to print the current month’s
calendar, suitable for your fridge or for framing: From the
calendar page, either click on the printer icon on your
browser’s tool bar, or just right click on the body of the
calendar page itself and then click “Print”. When the print
window opens, set “Pages to Print” option to “Current
page”, then click on the “Print” button.
Voila!
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Are you interested in making a cool $100? You are?? Great!!! And it’s really not that
hard…
Just enter our “Article of the Year” competition., which is open to all general members of
Biggs HOG. Tell a story of why you ride, or a great time you had on a chapter ride or
event, or the fun you had on one of our Long Distance Trips. Type it up, and submit it
along with a picture of yourself via email - send it to editor@biggshog.com. Boom, done,
you’re entered.
There are a few National HOG rules to abide by - no religion or politics, no pictures of
kids, nothing obscene… you get the picture. Entries should be between 200 and 350
words in length - and if you think you can’t write, well… yes, you can. If you can tell a
story, you can write one. Just tell your story out loud, and then write it down.
At the end of the year, the Chapter’s officers will review all the published entries
and choose one as the winner. The author of that article will win $100.
Easy!

